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ABSTRACT
This article argues that the change that opened the door to a capitalist world, one dominated by capitalist norms, was the alteration to the boundary between economic and public power that followed the era of the democratic revolution and in particular the French Revolution. There is consensus of the institutional creativity fostered by the resistance to Louis XIV. The role of the French Revolution and the Congress settlement in fostering capitalist innovation has not attracted the same attention. This article advances the view that the Congress settlement transposed the political universalism of the Revolution into an economic register. The article focuses on the evolution of the international legal regime regulating trade on the Rhine to illuminate the genealogy of capitalist universalism.

What was the cumulative effect of the revolutionary era from 1776 to the Congress of Vienna on economic institutions and economic life? A series of metrics indicate a shift in the global economy after 1815 toward to a new economic regime dominated by the North Atlantic littoral. Growth
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rates in countries around the Atlantic began to rise and compound themselves annually. Prices of a set of basic commodities became globally integrated. The slave economy complex in the American South intensified as the Atlantic economy expanded. The connection between political moment and economic effect is widely acknowledged. Economic historians such as Findlay and O’Rourke and the diplomatic historian Paul Schroeder all agree that the congress system created stability in the North Atlantic littoral and that was the precondition for the moment of hegemony. O’Rourke and Williamson further argue that 1815 initiated the first global capitalist century of the gold standard, lowered costs of transport, industrial emulation, and political hegemony of European empires. The key feature of this moment, in all accounts, is that capitalist institutions extended beyond their particular nations of origin to become international.

This article explores the genealogy of new international capitalist institutions across the revolutionary decades. There are robust arguments for the importance of exogenous events and processes, primarily political, to the emergence of fundamental capitalist institutions from the Middle Ages until the present day. The de Roovers and Lopez, and currently Fredona and Reinert, argue that the institution of the firm, with its attendant technologies, was created in the context of the self-assertion of the Italian city-states, primarily Florence, in the thirteenth century. North and Weingast argue that the English Glorious Revolution of 1688 created


the political institutions that guaranteed security, or even domination, for economic elites, and so created the conditions for the first capitalist society. They idealize secure contract as the core driver of the financial revolution and growth in Britain, although this argument is highly contested by scholars who argue for the developmental role of the state or, alternatively, the importance of empire in creating a “British model.” Increasingly the normativity of the British path, and of its intellectual reconstructions, are also contested. However, there is consensus on the institutional creativity generated by the resistance to the hegemony of Louis XIV and the importance of those innovations to the financial revolution. There is no comparable debate around the political institutions that emerged from the revolutionary decades a hundred years later. Despite the scale of economic change and the global nature of postrevolutionary capitalism, the political and intellectual work that went into creating transnational institutions has not been a topic of research.

This article focuses on a particular phenomenon, the evolution of the international legal regime regulating trade on the Rhine, as a case study in the creation of the global institutions that framed and enabled global capitalist development. Institutions coordinate action and lower transaction costs. International institutions are the most difficult to understand because they cannot rely on the enforcement


mechanism of the state, which guarantees domestic institutions. A key feature of international institutions therefore is their capacity to create legitimacy for interests through the establishment of norms. The settlement of postrevolutionary Rhine trade illustrates the dynamic through which the aspiration to identify universal, cosmopolitan rights, which had been characteristic of the revolutionary movements, migrated from the sphere of politics to the economy. Commercial, as opposed to political, universalism offered a new normative orientation for global capitalism. New global institutions, such as the gold standard, opened the door to the exercise of new kinds of power, and European states exploited those opportunities more successfully than any others in the nineteenth century. By focusing on the institutions that created international legitimacy, we avoid a problem of circularity that identifies modern economic growth with the particular pathways of individual European states.

Approaching the history of capitalism through its institutions empirically grounds the aspiration to reconceptualize capitalism as a historically contingent form of social totality. The firm is the most ubiquitous capitalist institution and an excellent locus for its analysis. However, enterprises are enormously complex and heterogeneous. Marianna Mazzucato, Carlotta Perez, and scholars associated with modern monetary theory argue that there are many instruments and institutions other than the firm through which the investment necessary for modern, sustained economic growth can and have been delivered. Intergovernmental organizations, such as the World Trade Organization, the International Monetary

Fund, or the World Bank, on the other hand, rank among the most characteristic and constitutive capitalist institutions.\(^\text{18}\) Established by treaty between sovereign states, they are subject to international law and, crucially, have the ability to enter into enforceable agreements among themselves, between themselves and states, and to legislate for states.\(^\text{19}\) They govern the boundary between economy and politics and have characteristics of both spheres. The capacity enjoyed by these institutions to set the terms of activity for nations, corporations, development agencies, collectives, and individuals has made them the focus of contemporary protest at capitalism’s democratic deficit.\(^\text{20}\) Whatever views might be held about their efficacy or legitimacy, these are clearly a set of capitalist institutions that share in a form of sovereignty and so have constitutive capacity.

The Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine is the oldest continuously existing intergovernmental organization (IGO).\(^\text{21}\) The commission was set up through Articles 108 to 116 of the “final act” of the Congress of Vienna and began to function in June 1815.\(^\text{22}\) The commission has proved to be remarkably durable. It has survived both world wars, having moved from its headquarters from Mainz and then to Mannheim and finally to Strasbourg in 1920, and continues to ensure the navigation of the Rhine and its associated waters. The organization of the Rhine institutionalized at Vienna laid the template for open trade on international rivers from that point forward. The Commission of the Danube, authorized by the Treaty of Paris, was patterned on the Rhine Commission, and throughout the nineteenth century the United States cited the Vienna principles in support of its claims to navigation rights on South American rivers. The Congress of Berlin, in 1885, established navigation rights on the Congo and the Niger on the same principles. The commission defined free trade and the nature of an international river through its practice, and it exemplifies the capacity of IGOs to create economic rules that drive economic life. However, the commission did not spring newly formed from the debates around


the conservative reformation of Europe at Vienna; though an institution created by
the restored monarchies, the commission had revolutionary roots. Through the his-
tory of its formation, we can gain an insight into the process through which the re-
form impulses, and critiques of war and empire, of the late eighteenth century were
transformed and transmitted into the nineteenth.

THE RHINE BECOMES AN INLAND SEA: LEARNING CAPITALISM
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAY
The prehistory of the International Commission for the Rhine extends back into the
eighteenth century. The French state would acquire responsibility for the regulation
of the Rhine, the artery of trade through Western Europe, as an unforeseen conse-
quence of the success of the revolutionary armies. However, the French state had
been grappling with the problem of identifying the legal principles that were rele-
vant to disputes over water resources for some time and continued to do so through
the revolutionary and Napoleonic periods.23 In 1788 the Conseil d’État, supported
by the silk weavers of Privas and Chomereau, had been highly frustrated that it
could not pursue its plan to relieve all duties on coal transported on French rivers.24
The Prince of Monaco and the Marquis de Veynes succeeded in having the courts
recognize that they had been awarded a tariff on the Rhône in 1719 in return for
ameliorating their existing rights on naval imports through Toulon and Marseilles.25
This was exactly the kind of legal defense of privilege that disappeared after 1789. The
revolution marked a clear decision that rights of communication on French rivers
could not be hampered by any kind of preexisting legal claims. In 1804 the Tribunal
de Commerce of Lyon asked the Ministry of the Interior to suppress the unregulated
water traffic between Lyons, Châlons, and Paris that was competing with the road
hauliers.26 The minister absolutely refused to, taking the opportunity to explain that
“the government does not wish to limit their liberty in that way, nor to impose con-
ditions that they must use this route rather than another.”27 The Commission on
Public Works recommended that the Canal of Briare, along with the Canals of

24. Arrêt du Conseil d’État du Roi, qui fait défenses de percevoir aucun Droit de Péage dans l’étendue du
Royaume, sur le Charbon de Terre, qui ne se trouvera pas nommément exprimé dans les tariffs ou pancartes
(Paris, October 28, 1785).
25. Archives Nationales (hereafter AN) AN F12 1512b, Anon. to Contrôleur-Général de Finance, No-
vember 22, 1788.
27. AN F12 1515b, Le Ministre de l’Intérieur aux commissaires chargeurs de Lyon, Genes, le 15
Messidor an XIII.
Orleans and Loing, should be nationalized and put under a unified public authority. It did so although conceding that the owners of the canal had made every effort to maintain the waterway, even in the most difficult moments of the year II. Even the most publicly spirited private owners could not be relied on to meet the needs of the common good; “a wise, economic and thrifty owner will only make investments relative to the possible profits.” The creation of régie to maintain and guarantee the public interest in waterways was a popular solution; the Chamber of Commerce of Toulouse asked for an authority to control and maintain the Canal du Midi in 1805. Waterways were a productive site of schemes to align public good with private interest through investment. In 1797 M. Gamot was the recipient of extensive support from the Ministry of the Interior, including the offer of a dock for his exclusive use in Paris, for his scheme to design seagoing vessels that would be capable of coming up the Seine from Le Havre. This particular vision of Paris becoming directly connected to the sea was recurrent and resolutely commercial. An entrepreneur called Mioche rallied “our capitalists to co-operate in the construction of ships adapted to the trade on the Seine” by pointing out that if the alternative scheme of a canal from Dieppe to Paris was constructed then the trade of the river would collapse. Rivers were a fecund source of creative thinking about the relationship of trade to citizenship.

The Scheldt and subsequently the Rhine posed difficult challenges to public policy because they were international rivers. Organizing trade on canals or rivers within France demanded the creation of new economic institutions for the nation; it was a form of economic constitution making. Articulating the conception of rights underpinning a cosmopolitan right to trade on international rivers drove French politicians, administrators, and merchants to ideas that were very far from the notion of a political community giving the law to itself. The absorption of the nine new departments on the left bank of the Rhine on October 1, 1795, not only brought new territories with complicated commercial histories into the republic, it also made the republic responsible for the management of the Rhine, the most important waterway in the Western Europe, from the borders of the Batavian Republic to the Alps. Latterly even the mouth of the Rhine became a French responsibility when the Netherlands became part of the French Empire.

28. AN F12 1515, Rapport de la commission de travaux publics au Comité du Salut Public, 9 germinal An III.
30. AN D 1515, Rapport présenté au Ministre de l’intérieur, 9 prairial an V.
Robert Mark Spaulding explains that the 1815 resolution of the problem of the Rhine effectively rehearsed the Octroi agreement, signed between the French Republic and the German Empire on October 14, 1804. That agreement established a unified set of tolls for three different categories of goods levied at 12 toll stations along the river and abolished the privileges of Cologne and Mainz that had required the reshipment of all consignments at those two river ports. The subsequent growth in internal riverine traffic, which drove economic development in the heart of Europe, dated from the Napoleonic period and continued into the nineteenth century. Spaulding again has interrogated an array of data that establishes that, despite the disruptions of war and blockade, riverine traffic on the Rhine increased as institutional reform provoked intensified internal continental trade. The agreement established the precedent that the revenues from the tolls should be assigned to the maintenance of the riverway and so solved the endemic problem of underinvestment and rent extraction that had led to a slow decline in trade on the Rhine during the eighteenth century. The new regime was not without its flaws; Ellis notes that the discussions in the Strasbourg Chamber of Commerce during the Napoleonic period were dominated by contention over the costs of repair to the river and the rights of access enjoyed by Alsatian boatmen. However, there were no complaints about the principle of the reform, and Alsatian merchants stopped looking for alternative routes to avoid tolls. Spaulding’s and Ellis’s accounts cohere with an emerging consensus among economic historians that the revolutionary and Napoleonic institutional reforms were instrumental in creation of an expanded internal European market in the nineteenth century through lowered transport costs and a new, shared set of economic rules.

35. Ellis, Napoleon’s Continental Blockade, 51, 73.
The regulations of 1804 and the treaty of 1815 were compromises. Prussian and other German negotiators attempted to restrict international access to the Rhine as much as possible and were anxious to protect the trade of their riparian cities. The new regulations were successful because of the political support of Talleyrand and the rest of the French delegation as well as the British negotiators. This should not be surprising, as the freedom of the Rhine had been a consistent policy goal of revolutionary France. The first initiative toward making the Rhine a free trade zone was Article 19 of the treaty signed with the United Provinces on 27 floréal an III that gave navigation rights on the Rhine, Meuse, Scheldt, and Hondt to French and Belgians. The French Republic gained control of the elements of the empire on the left bank of the Rhine in the autumn of 1794, and this was recognized in the Peace of Basel, signed with Prussia in April 1795. After the Treaty of Campo Formio, the Directory began the organization of the territory into departments, and this brought into sharp focus the problem of regulation of the waterway of the Rhine. During the abortive Congress of Rastadt in 1797–98, the French position was that there should be an absolute right of navigation on the Rhine. The French vision of the Rhine, and the other rivers of the Low Countries, as a free trade zone was remarkably consistent. The 1804 regulations, therefore, did not articulate the commercial vision of the republic, or even of the Napoleonic regime, but reflected a pragmatic compromise with the German states, a tactical withdrawal from the preferred ideal. The more radical capitalist norms inscribed into the foundations of the Commission of the Rhine were inherited from the experience of the French revolutionary state and were even more capacious in their claims.

This kind of continuity across the revolutionary decades is unusual. To understand why the French revolutionary state was so committed to an open Rhine, and the later Napoleonic regime remained so, we have to understand the moment in the revolutionary decades that the right to trade on Europe’s rivers became politically important. That moment was the autumn of 1792, when the French armies took control of the Scheldt, the most politically controversial river in Western Europe. The fall of the French monarchy in August 1792 radicalized arguments about

---


38. *Gazette National de France*, No. 246, 6 prairial an III. The Hond (or Hondt) is also known as the Western Scheldt.


natural right that had characterized the Revolution since 1789 and drove its political trajectory toward new experiments.\textsuperscript{41} The dawning realization that a just society could not be found and ordered by the ascription of rights to existing social and economic relationships, but would have to be made, created the conditions for profound conflict among revolutionaries. Seemingly secure institutions that created the context for the practice of rights, such as property or the family, themselves became vulnerable to political scrutiny.\textsuperscript{42} Previously unimaginable reforms, such as the institution of no-fault divorce or the complete overturn of the colonial economy through the abolition of slavery, became politically credible as the possibilities of rights-bearing citizenship became unmoored from existing social institutions.\textsuperscript{43}

The history of the republic from 1792 to 1794 was dominated by conflict, primarily between Montagnards, Girondins, and Sans-Culottes, that turned on what model of citizenship, adapted to various visions of commercial society, would be used to give depth and meaning to the regime of natural right. That conflict had outcomes as various as the full acceptance of Jews into civil life, the proclamation of a universal right to education, and the institution of Terror.

At the precise moment in 1792 that the “second revolution” commenced, the successes of French armies forced the French executive to confront the problems of a revolutionary army becoming an army of occupation. The invasion of the Austrian Netherlands by Dumouriez in October 1792, and victory at Jemappes in November, made one of the most politically troubled regions of Europe, and one that had its own complex history of revolutionary and reform politics, the responsibility of the new French Republic.\textsuperscript{44} In the brief period between November 1792 and March 1793, when after the defeat at Neerwinden the French armies had to retreat south, the French Republic had to work out how the rights of peoples, the rights of man, and the right to trade could be sustained by an occupying power.\textsuperscript{45} The


\textsuperscript{43} Of course, all innovations quoted existing institutions. On the overthrow of colonial slavery, see Malick Ghachem, \textit{The Old Regime and the Haitian Revolution} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012).


solution it found to the problem of Belgium’s rivers would determine the commercial principles of the emerging republic.46

Belgium had been a cockpit within which issues of international political economy had been played out since the middle of the seventeenth century.47 In 1648 the Treaty of Westphalia had closed the Scheldt and so cut Antwerp out of competition with Amsterdam for a dominant role in the newly emerging Atlantic trade. Again in 1731 the Treaty of Vienna explicitly excluded the Low Countries from the Asian trade and closed the Ostend Company, which had been a rallying point for enemies of the British East India Company. In 1784 the Austrian emperor Joseph II had attempted to establish a right of navigation on the Scheldt but had not been supported by his French allies.48 Core principles of international order were at stake in the question of the Scheldt. Was revolutionary France going to accept the binding force of antecedent international treaties as so respect the closing of the Scheldt, or would it appeal to Grotian principles such as the right to trade, and open it?

War complicated the issue: it was not clear how armed democracy was compatible with natural right, and the army had its own problems that constrained the capacity of the state to control it. In November 1792, even as it invaded the country, the French army was on the point of collapse and likely to pose a danger to the local population if unpaid. On November 21 the paymaster of Dumouriez’s army wrote from Valenciennes that money was so short that “it will be impossible for me to continue payment.”49 Unpaid invading armies were not exemplars of citizenship, even in regions such as Liège that were generally more sympathetic to French ideals. The problem continued to occupy the attention of the French authorities. In the year III the commissaire, Robert, had to remind the troops that the Liègeois were allies and friends and should be protected from soldiers “breaking down hedges, stealing vegetables and tramping down the coming harvest.”50 On the other hand, the efficacy of the new revolutionary regime was highly dependent on the educative effect of armed men. The same Robert notified the municipality of Liège that if “the cold avarice or anti-civic resistance of well-off individuals and their lack of enthusiasm for the forced loan continued, then he would use the army to seize their goods. 51

46. Belgium is of course a geographical term in 1792, though it was used by the French authorities. The Austrian Netherlands (Flanders, Brabant, Hainaut, and Namur) and the bishopric of Liège were the relevant political entities, but the region constituted nine provinces in total.
49. AN D2/1, Lemonnier to the Conseil exécutif provisoire, Valenciennes, November 21, 1792.
50. AN F1e 2, Proclamation au nom du peuple français, 2 prairial an II.
51. AN F1e 2, Robert to the Commune of Liège, 8 prairial an III.
How was the French Republic that preemptively invaded states beyond its “natural limits” different from any other commercial empire? Did the republic simply reproduce the cycle of appropriating the profits of commerce to fuel war?

The Conseil exécutif provisoire of the newly established French Republic sat down to confront these tangled problems of war, international order, and economy on the morning of November 16, 1792. The executive council had been created by the Legislative Assembly on August 13 and would remain the effective government until the creation of the Committee of Public Safety in April 1793. It was dominated by men, such as Roland and Clavière, who had been intellectually and practically engaged with problems of politics and commerce from well before the Revolution. As a first piece of business they had to address the strategic situation of the armies, and they found themselves with no other option but to escalate the war. If they allowed the forces of the coalition to retreat and regroup in safety that would leave the republic vulnerable and on the defensive. In response to this problem, they gave orders to Dumouriez “to pursue the enemy armies, even into Dutch territory, if they should retreat in that direction.” The republic could not escape the Hobbesian logic of international conflict.

The members of the council were disturbed by the inability of the revolutionary regime to act in accordance within its declared cosmopolitan principles and were anxious to rescue them. One of the members pointed out that “the restrictions and shackles which up to now the commerce and navigation of the Escaut [Scheldt] and the Meuse have suffered, are directly contrary to the fundamental principles of natural rights which all French people have sworn to uphold.” This opened up a beautiful opportunity to make sure that “all the nations of Europe will not be able to deny that the destruction of all tyrannies and the triumph of the rights of man are the only ambitions of the French people.” They demanded that the Scheldt be immediately opened to commerce.

52. AN AF II* 1, Registre des délibérations du Conseil exécutif provisoire, Soixante-Cinquième Séance, November 16, 1792.
53. AN AFII 2 f.5, Première séance du Conseil exécutif provisoire, 13 août 1792, l’an II de la liberté.
54. Unfortunately, the procès-verbal of the discussion does not identify individual speakers.
55. AN AF II* 1, Registre des délibérations du Conseil exécutif provisoire, Soixante-Cinquième Séance, November 16, 1792.
56. AN AF II* 1, Registre des délibérations du Conseil exécutif provisoire, Soixante-Cinquième Séance, November 16, 1792. “gênes et les entraves que jusqu’au présent la navigation et le commerce ont souffert tant sur l’Escaut que sur la Meuse sont directement contraires aux principes fondamentaux du droit naturel que tous les français ont juré de maintenir.”
57. AN AF II* 1, Registre des délibérations du Conseil exécutif provisoire, Soixante-Cinquième Séance, November 16, 1792.
The terms under which the council instructed Dumouriez to open the Scheldt to commerce were fascinating because they distinguished between the natural rights of citizens and a set of commercial, cosmopolitan natural rights. The council did not declare its support for a decision the people of Antwerp or Brabant might take to seek to have the Scheldt opened, which would be a political process, but argued that the opening of the Scheldt was a duty, “liberty restored and tyranny overturned.” The council was specific that rights were inherent in international rivers outside the will of any particular people who lived on their banks:

The path of a river is the common and inalienable property of the people (habitants) of all the countries watered by its flow. No nation can, without injustice, claim the right to prevent the neighbouring peoples who live on the upper reaches from enjoying the same advantages. Any such right is a vestige of feudal servitudes or otherwise an odious monopoly, which could only be instituted by force, and consented to from a position of weakness, and is in consequence revocable in any circumstance and despite any treaties.58

The rights inherent in the Scheldt, and by extension all international rivers, were not political in nature; rather, they were prepolitical, cosmopolitan regulative principles, beyond and immune to political process.

It is unusual for a policy to be explicitly articulated in terms of first principles. This should not blind us to the pragmatic work that opening the Scheldt also achieved. Opening the Scheldt would force the Dutch either to acquiesce to the abrogation of international treaties that were foundational to their state or fire on ships moving through the Scheldt delta from the Walcheren and Cadzand forts, thus supplying the French Republic with a casus belli. Moving responsibility for hostility to the Dutch was an astute piece of politics. However, the pragmatic politics did not exhaust the meaning of the action. Effectively, the republic had identified a form of economic liberty that an individual or population could enjoy without themselves enjoying political liberty. This was made clear in the final comment of the council that “when the advantages already gained for the Belgian people by French arms are united with the free navigation of the rivers and the freedom of commerce for the provinces, this people will no longer have any fears for their independence.”59 Belgians could enjoy their natural rights even without being sovereign. The same language was used in the festival held at Antwerp by the French army and the municipality to celebrate the actual opening of the Scheldt—as opposed to the original declaration—the following year, after the French military position

58. Ibid.
59. Ibid.
had been reasserted.\textsuperscript{60} The French victories were not celebrated for having freed the Belgian nation but because the “benefits they brought to humanity” had been established in the unshakable foundations of “public property and the imprescriptible rights of Nature.”\textsuperscript{61} In their response, the municipality echoed the same idea, that “the liberty of commerce loudly proclaimed by the Convention nationale and proclaimed by its representatives, is a sacred act, a formal obligation,” not a political decision, an act of sovereignty.\textsuperscript{62} The political moment around the opening of the Scheldt created the opportunity for the principles of natural right to find expression in commerce rather than through the sovereign nation.

The narrative through which the improvisation aligning revolutionary natural right with liberty of commerce in 1792 develops into the institution of the Commission of the Rhine in 1815 is long and complicated. Because the decision to open the Scheldt reflected the ideological problems the revolutionaries were facing rather than any local demand, the initial response on the ground was at best lukewarm. In the note to the Committee of Public Safety, appended to the account of the festival celebrating the opening of the Scheldt, Fabre admitted that the measure was not popular, “fanaticism and other prejudices among the people of Antwerp had stopped them from responding to this great humanitarian act with all the feeling one might hope.”\textsuperscript{63} Commercial liberty was not making citizens of Belgians. Commerce did have its own logic, however; even though political opinion did not support the French, the prospect that unrestricted commerce would drive an increase in trade had pushed up the property market in Ostend, where “public spirit is bad and the opening of the Scheldt has not improved it.”\textsuperscript{64} Even where the French had support, problems could arise. The commissaire at Liège had to balance the need to sustain the support of the revolutionaries of Liège, who were notably more enthusiastic about the French occupation than inhabitants in the other provinces of the Low Countries, with the ambition of the Thermidorian regime to end political conflict. He imposed a jury on the revolutionary tribunal in the name of “justice, which has descended among the peoples to render them happy and sustain their respective rights of the person and property.”\textsuperscript{65} The rights of person and property, commercial

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{60} Anon., \textit{Procès-verbal de l’ouverature de l’Escaut, don’t la liberté à été proclamé par la République française, le 30 Thermidor, jour de la célébration de l’imortelle journée du 10 Août 1792} (Antwerp, An II).
\item \textsuperscript{61} Ibid., 2.
\item \textsuperscript{62} Ibid., 8.
\item \textsuperscript{63} AN F1e7, Fabre de Nantes, représentant de peuple près des armées du Nord et du Sambre et Meuse, au Comité du Salut Public, Bruxelles, 5 fructidor an III.
\item \textsuperscript{64} AN F1e3, “Notes sur l’Ostende pays reunis par le décret du 9 vendémiaire,” 15 fructidor an III.
\item \textsuperscript{65} AN F1e1, Robert, au citoyen accusateur public près le Tribunal criminal révolutionnaire établi à Liège, Liège, 26 floréal an III.
\end{itemize}
liberty, did not satisfy critics of the Revolution or its supporters. Moreover, the controversies around the French East India Company, implicated in bribery and share fixing at precisely the moment that the republic embraced freedom of international commerce, made the boundary between international commerce and politics a tense one.\textsuperscript{66} The role of trade in a republic would divide Gironde from Montagnard.

Despite these complications, the idea of the liberty of commerce as a natural right had two distinctive outcomes for economic organization in Belgium. During the moment of revolutionary government, up to the summer of 1794, the liberty of commerce was understood as a regulative principle, hostile to established or local preferences, which were understood as forms of privilege. The actions of the Committee of Public Safety and its improvisation of a war economy interpreted the freedom of commerce in a particularly clear and unambiguous way. Faced with a problem of food supply, for instance, on 27 thermidor an III the Committee of Public Safety had allowed goods to transit through the old Belgium on their way to Switzerland without paying customs, effectively allowing the free navigation of the Meuse and the Rhine.\textsuperscript{67} That was only one of a suite of measures, such as lowering the duty on imported gin, instituted by the représentant en mission Lefebvre to stimulate the economy and support the armies. However, the historic memory of these measures in Belgium was not of having been forced to be economically free but as the imposition of political control on commerce. In the immediate aftermath of the revolutionary government, when an official in the canton of Gand wanted to support the petition of local cloth manufacturers to allow export of thread abroad he cited the interference of the représentants en mission as the paradigm of ill-informed interference with the liberty that was the real interest of the republic. The commissaire unwittingly cited the principles of natural right that animated exactly the behavior he was denouncing. He defined liberty as economic liberty: “The general interest of the citizens, that is to say that of the nation, exists only in the liberty of commerce and agriculture.”\textsuperscript{68} The revolutionary experience decisively altered the terms through which economic experience was conceptualized, but the change was so rapid and profound that different interests did not align to new ideas in a consistent pattern.

The administrative and legal work that was being done through the debate on Belgian commerce was to open a space where the political categories of republicanism,


\textsuperscript{67} F12 606 23, Ventose an 6.

\textsuperscript{68} AN F12 607, Le commissaire du directoire exécutif près le Tribunal correctionnel du Canton de Gand au Citoyen Ministre de l’Intérieur, 1 prairial an IV.
which unified all activity into a substantive idea of the public good, simply did not hold. The idea of virtue, which had taken the independent judgment of the citizen as its norm that was pursued by the public good, was being replaced by an idea of rights, understood commercially. In the year VIII a group of entrepreneurs in Tournai got together to form an association for the exploitation of chaux (lime). This association was nearly immediately declared a corporation, and so illegal, by the prefect. The entrepreneurs appealed to the Ministry of the Interior against this decision, and they were supported. What the officials in the central state ruled was that the law was effectively silent about this kind of economic association. What is particularly interesting is that in making this decision the head of the fourth section defined the characteristics of a corporation in a particularly tight way to exclude the new association from the provisions of the Le Chapelier law. To be considered illegal, organizations

1. must include all the practitioners, in this case all the chaufourniers;
2. have to regulate the methods of production and the rates of sale;
3. have to appoint their own officials to control the activity; and
4. have to be capable of pursuing individuals breaking their regulations in law.

The law was effectively silent, and political considerations did not apply, to any association that did not fulfill these criteria, which of course opened up a wide scope for forms of organization. The important work of Erika Vause illuminates how the seemingly simple division of politics and economy became complicated even around matters like imprisonment, which would seem to sit squarely within the orbit of sovereign power.

Even in sectors that the Belgian economy was strong, its organization posed problems. In an industrial survey of the department of the Ourthe conducted in the year V (1796–97) the correspondent reminded the ministry that the strength of the cloth industry around Liège, which at that point was exporting more than 30,000 pieces of cloth every year, depended on access to European and Mediterranean markets: “Its well-being and progress depend on the liberty of commerce in Europe.” A similar report, this time written by the chamber of commerce at Bruges for the foreign minister, made the same point and underlined the threat

69. AN F12 607, Extrait du registre de la préfecture du département de Jemmapes, 23 prairial an 8.
70. AN F12 607, Rapport présenté au Ministre de l’Intérieur, 7 Germinal an 9.
72. AN F12 607, Note sommaire sur le commerce du Département de l’Ourthe avant la guerre, 24 nivose an 5.
to the commerce of Bruges from the war. Holding on to access to Spanish markets was vital if the cloth industry was to survive, and the same was true of Germany in the case of the sugar refineries. That these facts of international commerce were in tension with the strategic goals of the French state was unremarkable. What was more telling was the appeal to the “liberty of commerce in Europe” as the criterion that should guide decision making.

As one would expect, the reactions to the effort to order the internal commerce of this immense river system under a principle of free navigation were as various as the interests of towns and cities along it. Cities that had been excluded from the profits of Rhine tolls, and had their own merchants subjected to them, were anxious for all tolls to be lifted. “The different tolls imposed by fraud on the rivers of the region with which the Moselle connects, have blocked the citizens of Metz from committing themselves to commercial pursuits,” which they looked forward to taking up. On the other hand, the territories that derived an income from the river, and particularly the cities of Cologne and Mainz where all goods had to be reassigned to local boatmen, struggled to defend their privileges. In 1802 the administrator of the duchy of Berg complained that the Cologne authorities were abusing the power they had been given to continue to inspect all goods coming up the river and to exclude all English goods. He asserted they were deliberately making it impossible to move goods from Düsseldorf to Frankfurt, “which creates an obstacle to the free navigation of the Rhine.” Cologne would continue to agitate to recover its old privileges right through the Napoleonic period, petitioning as late as 1812 to have the privilege of the boatmen restored and local, rather than commission, control of commerce. Despite these contending political claims, the state consistently adhered to the principle of freedom of commerce.

The accession of Napoleon and the construction of the Continental System accentuated the importance of the Rhine. The commitment to the natural right to trade was tested by some complicated cases. In January 1807 seven American ships,
acting for the New York merchants Parrish and Ridgeway, deposited goods in Antwerp having previously called at England. What they were unaware of was that the decree of December 21, 1806, promulgated while they were en route, banned all ships having had contact with England from continental ports. The goods were initially not a problem because they were all of American origin and thus neutral: cotton, sarsaparilla, and indigo. However, the ships were insured in London, with Barings, and the merchants who had sent the goods had accounts to clear in London and Liverpool. The profits of the sale in Antwerp were to be used, at least in part, to clear those debts. The Americans explained that most of the trade between the United States and Europe had this structure, and if there were to be neutral commerce it would have to be insured in this way. Despite the fact that the profits of the sale were to be paid to British correspondents, they were eventually, in 1810, allowed to remit the money.

Through governance of the Rhine, the French state became cognizant that its commitment to free trade had effectively created a new principle of international commerce. An anonymous memorandum explained to ministers the reason why “it was necessary to have the sovereign princes of the right bank renounce their right to participate directly in the administration of the river, and to restrict the local French authorities in the same way.” Only then could a “central commission” ensure the “salutary effects of a common policy.” The same anonymous fonctionnaire wrote lyrically about the positive effects of the transfer of power to the commission, which made the Rhine more like a sea than a river “serving as the intermediary that allows the national merchant fleet, without foreign intervention, to carry the products of the happy soil of France and the industrie of its inhabitants to the most distant countries.” The state exemplified and supported natural right by extending the means of commerce. The memorandum suggested that the policy of the French state should not be to return the river to local control but to extend the inland sea through canals linking the Rhine, the Rhône, and the Elbe. Of course, extending the river system would extend the competence of the commission and the remit of natural rights.

Among major political figures few had the sensitivity and insight shown by this administrator, but Talleyrand was particularly alive to the political importance of the articulation of natural right as the right to trade. He saw the possibility of using that intuition of natural right as an organizing principle for the international order,
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one that would be in French interests. In a long report he wrote analyzing the position of the republic in global affairs, Talleyrand argued that France should aggressively assert the trading rights of neutrals. His strategic goal was the isolation of Britain, but he argued this was best achieved not by embargo but by making France guarantor of the right to trade. In his comments on the situation of Denmark, he argued that the armed neutrality in this war was not like that in the American, because this one was effectively guaranteed by France, did not have Russia in it, and had not been respected by all parties. England had declared all commerce to French ports contraband and stopped neutral vessels indiscriminately, thus defying the law of the sea. He argued France had played its hand badly. Worried about food, France had commissioned and paid for cargoes, which then had been taken up by the English, and the weak protests of the Swedes and Danes showed how little they cared. France should have made the freedom of the seas a war principle and provoked the Danes and Swedes to join her, not just effectively subsidized the British. New laws trying to strangle British trade had achieved nothing other than provoking the neutrals; better laws would reorder trade around France and make it the heart of a free trade empire. Ironically, this predicted how British policy would evolve.

The institutional design and regulatory power of the Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine reflected the experience of revolutionary and Napoleonic France. It also recapitulated the reform aspirations of the British delegation to the Congress of Vienna, and in particular those of the Anglo-Irish negotiators Castlereagh and Clancarty. Castlereagh, thought the architect of conservative retrenchment in the aftermath of the revolution, had made his first forays into politics as the reforming Whig Robert Stewart, arguing for free trade for Ireland within the British Empire. Stewart had been a commercial radical in his youth, warning his father-in-law Lord Camden in 1779 that any effort to introduce a tea export duty
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to Ireland “would have made the same mischief here” as in America.\(^86\) His commercial cosmopolitanism survived his conservative evolution and paralleled the evolution of French thinking. However, we should not mistake agency for structure. The creation of a new kind of institution of governance at Vienna was not a matter of agreement between Talleyrand and Castlereagh but was of a piece with similar institutional innovations in a variety of contexts. In Britain, eighteenth-century accounting standards, especially for public accounts, had been very difficult to stabilize and highly politicized. The Commission of Accounts had been an intermittent instrument of parliamentary investigation, most notably used as a factional weapon in the “rage of parties.”\(^87\) When Pitt the Younger decided to use a commission of accounts as an instrument of fiscal reform in 1785, he was working completely within the accepted political rules of the game; what he could not have anticipated was that by 1832 the commission he had initiated would have enunciated new public accounts standards that moved the issue of corruption outside the political realm.\(^88\) The revolutionary experience transformed a political instrument into an instrument of economic regulation. That process of rule formation was reflected internationally in the emergence of new theories of accounts that translated older rules of thumb into universal regulatory principles.\(^89\) Public credit networks stretched out to old empires and newly independent ex-colonies alike, imposing new disciplines and transforming politics.\(^90\) In the United States the Marshall Court was moving in a cognate direction, identifying a series of extrapological rights at the core of citizenship and creating the conditions for the establishment of the court as the defender of property.\(^91\) A new form of regulatory governance, and a set of institutions, was emerging that exerted constitutive power by reference to rules, sometimes
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through states, sometimes through courts, and sometimes through international organizations.

COMMERCIAL SOCIETY TO GLOBAL CAPITALISM

The particular resolution to the revolutionary crisis of the late eighteenth century that linked sovereignty and improvement through capital was unforeseen and a result of the failure of every alternative vision of the future, from the grandest visions of universal democracy and the extirpation of poverty to the more conservative utopian dream of setting up a rural idyll on the Ohio. Capitalism, this article suggests, is best understood in the terms offered by Fernand Braudel as analytically distinct from commerce, markets, industry, or any of the other elements of economic life that occur across a variety of forms of social organization. The peculiarity of capitalism as it emerged in the early nineteenth century is that its international institutions incorporated a genuinely cosmopolitan commercial vision of the subject. The regulatory role of the IGOs, and in other contexts states and courts, enjoyed tremendous legitimacy because they encapsulated an understanding of universal rights. If we understand and approach the history of capitalism through these institutions we can simultaneously capture its historical contingency and its world-shaping power. That optic allows us to see the mutual interactions of democracy, economy, and capitalism. The Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine is by no means the most powerful or important of those institutions, but as the first it illuminates the regulatory potential of capitalism with particular clarity.

The global nature and universal claims of nineteenth-century capitalism differentiate it radically from the commercial societies of the eighteenth century. These, of course, had substantial capitalist elements, but economic order was embedded in conditions of public power (politics), social reproduction (domos), and nature. Capitalists were familiar and well-understood figures, noted in the classic *Aventures de*


Télémaque and defined in the *Dictionnaire Domestique* of 1765 as “celui qui fait valoir son argent, en le disposant suivant le cour de la place, et qui vit de ses rentes” (one that increases his money, by disposing of it according to price trends, and who lives from his investments). However, the rent-drawing capitalist was the antithesis of the communicating trader, the *place*, the exchange, a very different space to the *marché*. Markets in commercial societies, as embedded zones of exchange within worlds of shared value, were very different from the opaque world of long-distance traders and bankers, and even these were subject to strategies of domestication in all commercial societies. For an eighteenth-century town-dweller, a capitalist market would have been an oxymoron. The experience of a new kind of world, where ideas of universal right were now expressed in economic terms, was so counterintuitive that it was only slowly recognized. Within political economy, the modern republican idea that a world of reformed commercial states could provide the antidote to war and empire was only slowly transformed into a new kind of liberalism, one that was compatible with previously unimaginable forms of empire. In contrast to commercial society, which was an explicitly theorized object, capitalism was a concept coined only in the middle of the nineteenth century.

This article argues that the change that opened the door to a capitalist world, one dominated by capitalist norms, was the alteration to the boundary between economic and public power that followed the era of the democratic revolution and in particular the French Revolution. The idea of the economy as a separate order had emerged in the seventeenth century, but it was only one of several competing visions of the moral horizon of the subject. Capitalism as a world order became


possible when the boundary, the category of natural right, became filled by a commercial universalism. This was the mechanism through which all that was solid could be turned into air. The institutions that governed that boundary, and the norms that animated them, are crucial to an understanding of why industrial society became indistinguishable from capitalist world order and how capitalism reconciled itself to a form of democratic cosmopolitanism. The ambition of the article is emphatically not to offer a new view on the processes of industrialization and globalization but rather to help to explain the inflection of those complex processes toward global capitalism. Capitalism is intertwined with modern economic growth in such a complex pattern that it is almost impossible to distinguish them, but the two remain analytically distinct, and a more sharply defined understanding of capitalism will aid in understanding both.